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ABSTRACT 

A multispectral scanning radiometer has been used to obtain measurements of the reflection function of 
marine stratocumulus clouds at 0.75, 1.65 and 2 . 16μm . These obs巴rvations were obtained from the NASA 
ER-2 aircraft as part ofthe First ISCCP [lntemational Satellite Cloud Climatology Project] Regional Experiment 
(FIRE ), conducted 0仔 the coast of southem Califomia during July 1987. Multispectral images ofthe reflection 
function were used to derived the optical thickness and 巴町ective particle radius of stratiform cloud layers on 
four days. ln addition to the radiation measurements, in situ microphysical measurements were obtained 仕om
the University of Washington Convair C-131 A aircraft. ln this paper we compare remote sensing results with 
in situ observations, which show a good spatial correlation for both optical thickness and e仔ect i ve radius. These 
comparisons further show systematic differences between remote s巴口sing and in situ values, with a tendency 
for remote sensing to overestimate the effective radius by -2-3μm， independent of particle radius. The optical 
thickness, in contrast, is somewhat overestimated for small optical thickn巴sses and under輳timated for large 
optical thicknesses. An introduction of enhanced gas巴ous absorption at a wavelength of 2. 16μm successfully 
explains some of these observed discrepancies 
白 Marginal probability density functions of optical thickness, liquid water path and e仔ective radius have been 
derived from our remote sensing results. Thejoint probability density function ofliquid water path and effective 
radius shows that the effective .radius increases as the liquid water path increases for optically thin clouds, in 
contrast to optically thick clouds for which the e汀ecti ve radius decreases with increasing liquid water path 

1. Introduction 

Marine stratocumulus clouds over dark ocean surｭ

faces are known to modulate the radiation budget of 

the ocean-atmosphere system through their large areal 

extent, temporal persistence and high reflectively to 
solar radiation. Moreover, these planetary boundary 
layer (PBL) clouds of the marine subtropics affect cliｭ

mate through coupling ofradiative, microphysical and 
convective processes having largely different time scales 

(Betts and Ridgway 1989). In spite oftheir importance, 
however, general circulation models (GCMs) have seｭ
rious def�.ciencies in their simulation of PBL clouds, 
due in large part to their inability to represent the effects 
of subgrid-scale fractional cloudiness (Randall et al. 
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1985). This inability to adequately simulate the foト
mation, maintenance and dissipation of stratocumulus 
cloudiness was one of the major motivations for the 

marine stratocumulus intensive f�. eld observation (IFO) 

component of the First ISCCP Regional Experiment 

(FIRE; Albrecht et al. 1988) , itselfan element ofthe 
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project 
(ISCCP; Schiffer and Rossow 1983). The IFO provided 
high spatial and temporal resolution data of marine 
stratocumulus clouds for the purpose of validating 

methods for inferring the optical and microphysical 

properties of stratiform cloud layers, including ISCCF 
algorithms for retrieving cloud properties. 

For the purpose of validating remote sensing techｭ
niques, marine stratocumulus clouds have many adｭ
vantages. These horizontally extensive clouds are quite 
uniform and overlie a dark ocean surface, thereby reｭ
ducing problems associated with the radiative propｭ
erties of f�. nite clouds and of surface reflection. Furｭ
thermore, their high temperature ensures that these 
clouds are composed ofliquid water droplets for which 

Mie scattering by spherical pa口icles is applicable. Fiｭ
nally, the relatively low concentration ofanthropogenic 
graphitic carbon particles assures that these clouds may 
be treated as pure water clouds with little excess ab-
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sorption due to impurities (Twohy et al. 1989; King 
et al. 1990). These conditions permit us to study the 
well known but still unresolved problem of anomalous 
absorption by c10uds (Stephens and Tsay 1990). Our 
ability to retrieve c10ud droplet size is also important 
because recent studies have shown that these c10uds 
are easily modified by aerosol emissions from ships 
(Radke et al. 1989) and by anthropogenic c10ud conｭ
densation nuc1ei (CCN) emissions from cities such as 
San Francisco (Durkee 1989). Such modifications of 
c10ud microphysical properties may further lead to 
changes in fractional c10udiness and hence c1imate 
(Albrecht 1989). 

In the first paper ofthis study (Nakajima and King 
1990, hereafter referred to as Part 1) we described an 
efficient algorithm for simultaneously determining the 
optical thickness and e汀ective partic1e radius of c10uds 
from multispectral reflected solar radiation measureｭ
ments. In addition to algorithm development studies, 
we emphasized the need for aircraft validation experｭ
iments to assess the validity and accuracy of such reｭ
mote sensing methods. ln the present paper we present 
results from an analysis of measurements obtained 
during four days of FIRE marine stratocumulus obｭ
servations conducted 0汀 the coast of San Diego, Calｭ
ifornia during July 1987. Among the many outstanding 
features ofthe IFO dataset is the fact that remote sensｭ
ing measurements are available from multiple aircraft 
and sateIlite platforms, and that these observations were 
often coordinated with aircraft in situ microphysical 
measurements. 

The intent of this paper is to provide comparisons 
ofremote sensing and in situ estimates of c10ud optical 
and microphysical properties. The remote sensing 
measurements were obtained using the 0.75 , 1.65 and 
2 . 16μm channels of the Mu!tispectral Cloud Radiｭ
ometer (MCR) described by Curran et al. (1981) and 
King (1987) , which was flown on the NASA ER-2 
aircraft during FIRE. The remote sensing-derived c10ud 
optical thickness and e行ective radius thus derived will 
then be compared to comparable values inferred from 
nearly simultaneous in situ microphysical measureｭ
ments obtained from the University of Washington 
Convair C-131 A aircraft. Such comparisons are esｭ
pecially important since similar analyses by Twomey 
and Cocks ( 1989) and Rawlins and Foot ( 1990) have 
shown that c10ud droplet radii inferred by remote sensｭ
ing often exceed those obtained fr 

2. Summary of observations 

Comprehensive measurements of marine stratocuｭ
mulus c10uds were acquired 0仔 the coast of southern 
California from 29 June-18 July 1987 as part ofthe 

FIRE IFO program. This extensive set of field exper・
iments was designed to take advantage of sophisticated 
remote sensing and in situ instrumentation onboard 
aircraft, satellites, tethered balloons and on the surface 
of San Nicolas Island (Albrecht et al. 1988). During 
this period, larg巴 areas of the eastern Pacific were covｭ
ered by stratocumulus c10uds as a result of subsiding 
waロn air aloft, together with a strong high pressure 
system over the cold oceanic surface (Kloesel et a1. 
1988). Figure 1 illustrates a GOES-6 visible image of 
marine stratocumulus c10uds obtained at 1715 UTC 
(1015 PDT) on 10 July, upon which is superimposed 
the location and direction offlight ofthe NASA ER-2 
high altitude aircraft. Since the center ofthe high presｭ
sure system was typically located in the vicinity of 
35 0 N, 140o W, boundary layer winds blew from a 
northerIy direction, resulting in a c10ud pattern oriented 
along the wind direction. The c10ud deck on this day 
was optical1y thick and quite uniform, especialIy the 
portion overflown by the ER-2 aircraft during flight 
line 4 (0939-0951 PDT). This stratocumulus c10ud 
layer was studied in detail by both the ER-2 and the 
University ofWashington C-131A boundary layer airｭ
craft on this day (cf. King et al. 1990). The bright line 
of c10uds oriented between 33.8 0 N, 121.30W and 
32 .4 0 N, 120.80W is the c10ud layer modified by ship 
track e行luents that was penetrated by the C-131A airｭ
craft at 0856-0909 PDT (Radke et a1. 1989). 

a. Aircraji and salellite measuremenls 

Table 1 summarizes the times and locations of al1 
flight legs used in this study. These inc1ude aircraft 
measurement on four days (7 , 10, 13 and 16 July) and 
Landsat-5 satel1ite measurements on two days (7 and 
16 July). The ER-2 aircra九 which flew at a nominal 
aititude of 18 km, was equipped with a c10ud and aeroｭ
sol lidar system (Spinhirne et al. 1989) , upward-and 
downward-looking seven-channel narrowband solar 
flux radiometers, and spectral scanning radiometers 
The C・ 131A aircraft flew primarily within the c10uds 
to obtain in situ measurements of c10ud microphysics 
and solar radiation. 

On 7, 10, and 13 July the ER-2 and C・ 131A were 
tight!y coordinated in space and time. In the analyses 
to be presented below, we typical1y made use of two 
consecutive flight legs of the C・ 13 1A over nearly the 
same location: 1) a level flight leg for measuring the 
horizontal distribution of c10ud microphysics near the 
geometric center ofthe c1oud, coordinated where posｭ
sible with the ER-2 aircraft, and 2) a vertical ascent or 
descent for measuring the vertical distribution of c10ud 
microphysics as well as the location of the c10ud base 
and c10ud top altitudes. Since the nominal aircra仇
speed ofthe ER-2 (200 m S-I) greatly exceeds that of 
the C・ 131A (80 m S-I) , time differences ofup to 50 
min occurred between aircraft at a fixed location. On 
13 July two vertical profiles were obtained from the C-
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TABLE 1. Summary of measurements obtained during the FIRE marine stratocumulus IFO that are used in the analyses presented in 
this study. The latitute, longitude and time of the start and end of each f1ight line are given for the NASA ER-2 and University of Washｭ
ington C・ 1 3 1 A aircraft and for the Landsat-5 satellite. 

Flight leg (ON , OW) 

Date Platform Start 

7 July C-131A 31.72 , 122. 18 
C-I3IA 31.95 , 121. 17 
ER-2 31.08 , 121.91 
Landsat-5 31.0 1, 122.45 

10 July C-131A 31.84, 121.37 
C-131A 31.58, 120.80 
ER-2 31.86.121.40 

13 July C-131A 31. 77. 120.48 
C-131A 31.81, 120.36 
C-131A 31.55, 120.94 
C-131A 3 し 59， 120.89 
ER-2 32.06, 119.87 

16 July C-131A 3 I .48, 121.09 
C-131A 31.57, 120.88 
ER-2 32.07, 120.94 
Landsat-5 31.01. 120.91 

131 A, with only brief ( -3-4 min, 15-20 km) sections 
of level flight in the center of the cJouds during the 
profile periods. As a consequence, the data for the horｭ
izontal distribution of cJoud microphysics is short 
compared to corresponding MCR data on this day. On 
7 and 16 July flight legs ofthe ER-2 and C-131A were 
coordinated with overpasses ofthe Landsat・5 satellite, 
which occurred around 1100 PDT. The purpose here 
was to compare aircraft radiation measurements with 
comparable observations obtained with the Thematic 
Mapper (TM) onboard the satellite, as well as to de・
termine in situ cJoud microphysical information from 
the boundary layer aircraft. 

b. Cloud microphysics measurements 

The University ofWashington C-131A research airｭ
craft was well instrumented for monitoring cJoud miｭ
crophysics, cJoud radiative properties and the characｭ
teristics of aerosols interstitial to and within the cJoud 
droplets. The primaηinstruments of interest to the 
present investigation ofwater cJouds are: 1) a Johnsonｭ
Williams hot wire probe for measuring the cJoud liquid 
water content, mounted in a pylon on the fuselage near 
the nose ofthe aircraft, and 2) three ParticJe Measuring 
Systems Inc. (PMS) cJoud physics probes for measuring 
the cJoud droplet size distribution between 1.4 and 
2250μm in radius. This was accomplished using an 
FSSP- IOO, an OAP-200X cJoud probe and an OAP-
200Y precipitation probe. The FSSP was mounted weIl 
below the fuselage of the aircraft and well in front of 
the propellor arc, and was thus considered to be in 
nearly free-stream air unaffected by the aircraft. The 
OAP probes were mounted under the left wing about 
midway between the wing tip and engine nacelle, 
thereby avoiding the serious wing tip vortex distortions 

End Time (PDT) Comment 

31.1 5, 12 1.93 1139-1151 Level 
31.55, 122. 14 1039-1101 Profile 
31.97 , 122.26 1101-1110 
32.52, 122. I 5 1107 
31.22, 120. 10 0922-0951 Level 
31 .64, 120.93 1012-1017 Pro自 le
3 I .20, 120.08 0939-0951 
31.7 1, 120.58 1057-1100 Level-east 
31 .70, 120.62 1055-1101 Profile-east 
31.46 , 121.13 1108-1 I 12 Level-west 
31.44, 121. 16 1106-1 I 13 Profile-west 
3 ト 34， 121.40 1048-1101 
31.91, 120. 17 1033-1054 Level 
31.39, 121.24 II 17-1126 Pro自 le

30.82, 12 I .21 1053-1105 
32.52, 120.61 1100 

forecast by King ( 1984) and described by MacPherson 
and Baumgardner ( 1988). 

Calibration was confirmed on the FSSP and OAP 
probes by injection at flight speeds of spherical glass 
beads of known size. During FIRE the FSSP experiｭ
enced some optical deterioration and performance 
losses which were corrected to the maximum extent 
possible by objective analysis after the experiment. Beｭ
cause ofthe comparatively low droplet concentrations 
found in marine stratus cJouds, we did not apply co・
incidence or dead-time corrections to the FSSP data 
as suggested by Baumgardner et al. ( 1985) and Brenｭ
guier ( 1989). A more complete description of these 
instruments can be found in Knollenberg ( 1981). 

c. Radiation measurements 

The NASA ER・2 aircraft was equipped with the 
Multispectral Cloud Radiometer (MCR) , a sevenｭ
channel cross-track scanning radiometer designed to 
measure the reflected (six channels) and emitted (10.8 
μm) radiation with an instantaneous field ofview of7 
mrad in a swath 土45 0 of nadir. This instrument, deｭ
scribed in detail by Curran et al. (1981) and King 
( 1987) , was mounted in the back portion of the leftｭ
wing superpod of the aircra丘. For the marine stratoｭ
cumulus cJouds that we observed during FIRE, which 
typically had cJoud tops near 1 km, the spatial resoｭ
lution of the radiometer was approximately 120 m at 
nadir. 

Radiometric calibration of the six near-infrared 
channels of the MCR was obtained by observing the 
output of a 183 cm integrating sphere maintained at 
Goddard Space Flight Center. The sphere is coated Wﾍth 
12-14 coats of a highly reflecting BaS04 paint and inｭ
ternally illuminated by a series of up to 12 quartz-halo-
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In addition to the MCR, we have made use ofbands 
2 and 7 of the Landsat・ 5 TM radiometer, images of 
which cover an area approximately 180 km X 170 km 
with a spatial resolution of 28.5 m. Since the critical 
spati必 scale for measuring cloud amount is of the order 
of 250 m (Wielicki and Parker 1989) , corrections for 
partially filled fields of view are not required when inｭ
terpreting measurements from the MCR or TM. 

NAKA lI MA , KING , SPINHIRNE AND RADKE 

The method for inferring the optical thickness and 
effective particle radius of stratiform cloud layers deｭ
scribed in Part 1 has been applied to multispectral imｭ
ages ofthe ref1ection function obtained with the MCR 
and TM during the FIRE marine stratocumulus IFO. 
In order to implement this procedure, computations 
ofthe ref1ection function were required for the standard 
problem of a plane-parallel homogeneous cloud layer 
with scaled optical thickness T~ = (1 -g)Tc = 0 .4, 0.8 , 
1.2 and ∞ and ル = 2(11+1)/2 for n = 1 ，・・・， 9 ， where 
T c is the cloud optical thickness, g the asymmet可 factor，
and r e the effecti ve radi us (see Part 1 for details). These 
computations were performed using the wavelengths 
and refractive indices summarized in Table 2, which 
are based on the refractive indices of water tabulated 
by Palmer and Williams ( 1974) for λζ 1.65μm and 
Downing and Williams (1975) for 入 > 2.0μm， with 
some adjustment ofthe optical constants required for 
TM band 7 due to the large bandwidth ofthis channel. 

In aIl analyses to be presented below, we allowed for 
water vapor absorption above the clouds as well as surｭ
face ref1ection below the clouds. For the water vapor 
absorption, we assumed the upper atmosphere had a 
column loading of water vapor wg = 0.6 g cm-2 and 
computed the transrnﾎssion as a function of solar zenith 
angle for nadir observations using LOWTRAN 5 
(Kneizys et al. 1980). Although these computations 
necessarily show some dependence on solar zenith (and 
observational zenith) angle, we simply used the water 
vapor transmission values given in Table 2, which 
strictly apply when 00 田 35 0 • Aside from this minor 
correction for water vapor transmission above the cloud 
layer, all ref1ection function measurements were anaｭ
lyzed using the exact values of the solar zenith angle, 

3. Theoretical background 

gen lamps. The MCR was calibrated one month prior 
to the FIRE marine stratocumulus IFO by viewing a 
450 plane mirror placed in front ofthe 25 cm entrance 
aperture on the side of the sphere. 

In addition to the microphysical instrumentation 
described above, the C・ 13 1 A aircra仇 contained a mulｭ
tiwavelength Cloud Absorption Radiometer (CAR) for 
measuring the angular distribution of scattered radiaｭ
tion from zenith to nadir at 13 wavelengths between 
0.50 and 2 . 29 μm (King 巴t al. 1986). This instrument, 
mounted in the nose of the aircraft, was calibrated at 
Goddard by viewing the output of a 122 cm integrating 
hemisphere in addition to the integrating sphere. The 
magnitude ofthe intensity incident on the radiometer 
was varied both by changing the number of lamps il・
luminating the integration sources as wel1 as by introｭ
ducing neutral density filters in the path of the radiaｭ
tlOn. 

On 13 J uly 1987 the C-131 A and ER-2 t1ew a tightly 
coordinated mission consisting of f1ying a leg of 145 
km in length above a stratiform cloud layer located 
approximately 345 km west ofthe airfield on Coronado 
Island, San Diego. Although the CAR ref1ectance meaｭ
surements at 1.64 and 2.20 μm were saturated for this 
high sun case (solar zenith angle 00 田 23 0 ) ， a comｭ
p釘1son ofmeasurements at 0.75μm reveals agreement 
between the MCR and CAR to within 2%. Further 
comparisons with the TM onboard the Landsat・5 satｭ
el1ite show that the MCR measurements at 1.65 and 
2.16μm ， and the CAR measurements at 0.75μm， agree 
with the TM  to within 2% and 7%, respectively. Based 
on these comparisons, we surmise that uncertainties 
introduced by mirror re t1ection, which primarily a仔巴cts
the calibration ofthe MCR near 0.75μm， and the use 
of neutral density 制ters， which primarily affects the 
calibration of the CAR, can be neglected. Finally, we 
conclude that the accuracy ofthe radiometric calibraｭ
tion of MCR channels 1 (0 .75μm) ， 5 (1.65μm) and 
5 (2.16μm) ， used for the analyses in the present inｭ
vestigation, is near that ofthe sphere calibration itself, 
estimated to be 5%-7%. We have further found it necｭ
essary to increase the intensity of TM band 2( 0.56 
μm) by 7% in order to bring it into closer agreement 
with comparable ref1ectance measurements from the 
恥1CR and CAR. 

1 MARCH 1991 

TABLE 2. Spectral characteristics and optical properties of clouds for the Multispectral Cloud Radiometer (MCR) and Landsat-5 Theｭ
matic Mapper (TM) used during the July 1987 FIRE experiment. Ag represents the surface albedo of the ocean and T ", the transmission 
by water vapor above the cloud 

Spectral 
resolution 

(μm) 

Central 
wavelength 

(μm) Tw 

MCR 1.00 
1.00 
0.95 
卜00
0.90 

A 8 

0.060 
0.050 
0.045 
0.060 
0.045 

Index of r巴fraction

1.332-0.0i 
1.317-7.83 x 10• I 

1.294-3.50 x 1O-4i 
1.333-0.0i 

1.291-4.50 x 1O-4i 

0.001 
0.054 
0.085 
0.082 
0.252 

0.754 
1.645 
2.160 
0.560 
2.216 

Channel 

'
a

，
、J
r
h
v
ぺ
4

勺J

Radiometer 

TM 
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viewing zenith angle, and azimuth angle between the 
sun and the viewing direction of the pixel at the time 
of the observations. 

In order to interpret reflection function measureｭ
ments for c10ud optical thickness and effective radius, 
it 罇 also 絈portant to 絜clude the e汀ects of surface 
reflection, especially for optically thin c1ouds. For our 
analyses, which apply to marine stratocumulus c10uds 
overlaying an ocean surface, we assumed the surface 
reflects radiation according to Lambert's law with surｭ
face albedos summarized in Table 2. These albedos, 
which were estimated from theoretical caJculations, are 
in close agreement with measurements obtained by the 
CAR under overcast conditions (King et al. 1990) , as 
discussed in the Appendix. 

4. Results from observations on 10 July 1987 

On 10 July the ER・2 and C-131 A flew a tightly coｭ
ordinated mission in which the ER-2 flew above and 
the C-131A within an extensive marine stratocumulus 

c10ud layer located approximate1y 355 km from Coｭ
ronado Island, San Oiego. This mission , which conｭ
sisted of continually flying legs - 145 km in length, 
represents the best flight coordination of the high-alｭ
titude ER-2 measurements with simultaneous in situ 
microphysica1 and radiation measurements obtained 
during FIRE. We will now present and discuss our 
analysis of the reflected solar radiation measurements 
acquired by the MCR between 0939 and 0951 POT 
(flight line 4). Figure 1 il1ustrates a GOES-6 visible 
image taken at 1015 POT on this day, upon which is 
superimposed the location and direction of f1ight of 
the ER-2. 

Figure 2 illustrates corresponding images ofthe cloud 
optical thickness 7c(0.75μm) and effi巴ctive particle raｭ
dius re derived from MCR measurements obtained 
during flight line 4. In both ofthese images, the aircraft 
was flying from top to bottom down the center of the 
images with the MCR scanning counterclockwise. Both 
ofthese images were remapped to a horizontal grid at 
1 km altitude, thus providing a uniform spatial scale 

FIG. l. GOES-6 visible image for 1715 UTC ( 1015 PDT) on 10 J uly 1987. The image encompasses the 
FIRE marine stratocumulus area c刀vered by the Multispectral Cloud Radiometer measurements, and inc1udes 
the 日ight track of the ER-2 observations. The a汀ow denotes the direction of flight. 
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FIG. 2. Images of the cloud optical thickness and etfective radius derived from 2465 scan 
llnes of the MCR on l O July 1987, HIght ime4.ThesEImages havE been rernappedonto a 
horizontal g吋d at 1 km alti tude, roughly corresponding to the cloud top altitude ofthe clouds 
in the scene. 

over the 140 km X 35 km size of the images. These 
results, obtained using the two channel (0.75 and 2.16 
μm) method described in Part 1, have been contrasted 
with results obtained using the three channel (0.75 , 
1.65 and 2 . 16μm) method. In general, we found that 
the results obtained by these two methods agree to 

within 4%, and thus have restricted our presentation 
to resu1ts obtained with the two channel method only. 

Comparing the images of Fig. 2 with the GOES-6 
image of Fig. 1, we find that the saturated parts of Fig. 
1 correspond to T c P 24 and re ミ 14μm， and that the 
dark parts of the scene near the western end of the 
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flight line correspond to T c ミ 16 and re ~ 16 μm. Thus, 
for this scene and for this day, there is a negative corｭ
relation between T c and re such that the effective radius 
increases as the optical thickness decreases. This result, 
which contrasts sharply with all optically thin FIRE 
data cases that we have examined (see below) , appears 
to be related to the maritime nature ofthis cloud scene, 
which contains a high concentration of drizzle droplets 
and a Iarge dispersion of droplet sizes. 

Figure 3 compares the retrieved effective radius with 
in situ values obtained along the nadir track ofthe ER-
2 aircraft as a function of flight distance. The remote 
sensing values of e仔ective radius rremote (dashed line) 
have been adjusted to the expected values at the geoｭ
metric center of the cloud deck rcenter (solid line) using 
the method described in Part 1, where we further as幽
sumed vertical inhomogeneity model A based on maｭ
rine stratocumulus clouds (see Part 1 for details). The 
center-adjusted values of effective radius should be 
compared with the in situ values rin situ (solid circles) 
derived from the PMS probes aboard the C・ 131Aair
craft, which was primarily flying in the middle of this 
440 m thick stratocumulus cloud layer. Although the 
scanning radiometer images ofthe reflectance spectrum 
permit the determination of the e仔ective radius and 
optical thickness in images 35 km in width (cf. Fig. 
2) , the in situ measurements are restricted to the centraI 
location where the C-131 A was flying. 

25 
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コ
℃ 
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>
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ω 
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』
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One ofthe most striking features ofFig. 3 is the very 
good spatial correlation between rcenter and rin situ ・ In
general, these results show that the center-adjusted efｭ
fective radius is similar in shap巴 but noticeably larger 
in magnitude than corresponding values derived from 
in situ microphysical measurements. This is especially 
true in the central portion of the flight line where the 
effective radius is the smallest and the optical thickness 
the largest. In this region differences of up to 2.5μm 
occur between the center-adjusted and in situ values 
of re ・ The gradual decrease of the e任ective radius beｭ
tween 50 and 100 km, illustrated in Fig. 3, is also apｭ
parent in the decreasing values of cloud absorption 
(similarity parameter) derived from the CAR using 
the diffusion domain method (King et al. 1990). 
Twomey and Cocks (1989) and Rawlins and Foot 
( 1990) also report a tendency for remote sensing to 
overestimate the in situ司derived effective radius, in the 
former case by 40% and in the latter case, which perｭ
tains to the FIRE marine stratocumulus region, by 25%. 

One noticeable difference in the spatial correlation 
between rcenter and rin 山 occurs around 40 km,where 
the in situ values show a noticeable peak. This peak 
corresponds to a cloud “ hole" with correspondingly 
small optical thickness near the western edge of the 
flight line (cf. Figs. 1 and 2) , and results from the subｭ
stantial increase of drizzle-sized (~1 00μm radius) 
droplets in this region. As seen from Figs. 2 and 3 the 

10 July 1987 
Remote Sensing 
Adjusted to Cloud Center 
In Situ 

100 150 

Distance (km) 

FIG. 3. Comparison of the e仔ective radius as a function of distance along the nadir track of 
the ER-2 as derived from remote sensing (dashed line) and in situ measurements (solid circJes) 
The solid line represents the expected values of effective radius at the geometric center of the 
cJoud layer, derive寸 from the remote sensing measurements by allowing for vertical inhomogeneity 
of droplet radi us. 
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effective raclius derived from the reflectance spectrum 
increases in a broad area around 40 km, but is someｭ
what less dramatic and striking than the in situ meaｭ
surements. Since the sharp increase in rin silu is due to 
increased numbers of drizzle droplets low in the cloud, 
the ref1ectance spectrum, which is sensitive primarily 
to the cloud droplets in the upper 20% of the cloud, is 
relatively insensitive to the occurrence of drizzle near 
cloud base. The images ofFig. 2 suggest, however, that 
these clouds did have substantial drizzle near 40 km , 
especially on the left-hand side ofthe nadir track (cross 
track distances between 20 and 35 km) , where values 
of rremOle in excess of 18μm were found to occur. 

Figure 4 compares the remote sensing optical thickｭ
ness T remole (solid line) obtained along the nadir track 
of the ER-2 aircraft with corresponding estimates deｭ
rived from in situ microphysical measurements Tin situ 
(solid circles). In this case, the in situ values of cloud 
optical thickness have been estim.ated as follows: 

and Zt the cloud base and cloud top heights, respecｭ
tively, Win silu the liquid water path of the cloud, WJW 

the liquid water content measured with the Johnsonｭ
Williams (JW) hot wire probe within the cloud layer, 
and ムZ the e仔ective cloud thickness allowing for the 
fact that the liquid water content is reduced near cloud 
top due to entrainment and that the measurements are 
not necessarily made at the geometric center of the 
cloud layer. These expressions, which are based in part 
on the assumption that the extinction e伍ciency factor 
equals 2, can be shown to overestimate the cloud optical 
thickness by 同7% if we further make the realistic asｭ
sumptions that the effective radius and liquid water 
content increase linearly with height, that the effective 
radius at cloud base is 同 57% ofthat at cloud top, and 
that the in situ measurements are made near the geoｭ
metric center of the cloud layer (see Part 1 for details). 

We have determined Win silu from an application of 
Eq. (2) to the w(z) measurements obtained on each 
day during the profile ascents or descents summarized 

3fzg w(z')U3WIn 山
T 戸)一一- I 一一一一一 uz = ーーー一一一一一一一ー

山 2ρ JZb re(z ') 山 2ρ rin silu 

where 

院nSItu = 1:'W(ZF)d山町wムz

( 1 ) in Table 1. The e汀ective geometric thickness t1z has 
been determined from these results by dividing by the 
wJW measurements obtained at the profile level at which 
the horizontal flight legs were previously f]own (cf. Taｭ
ble 1). The values of t1z thus obtained, together with 

(2)the cloud top and cloud base heights and mean solar 
zenith angle at the time of the observations, are sumｭ
marized in Table 3. These values of t1z were subseｭ
quently used to obtain estimates of Tin Silu and Win situ 

In these expressionsρis the density of water, w the 
cloud liquid water content, a function of altitude z , Zb 
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FlG. 4. As in Fig. 3 except for the cloud optical thickness, where the results obtained by remote 
sensing (solid line) are contrasted with estimates obtained from in situ liquid water content 
measurements obtained with the Johnson-Williams hot wire probe (solid circles). 
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TABLE 3. Approximate values ofthe solar zenith angle, cloud base altitude, cloud top altitude, effective geometrical thickness ofthe cloud 
layer, and mode optical thickness and standard deviation ofthe log-normal distribution which yields the best fit to the marginal probability 
density function of optical thickness defined by Eq. (4). 

Zb Z, 
Date 。。 (m) (m) 

7 July 29。 480 660 
10 July 460 490 930 
¥3 July 30。 340 540 

280 330 640 
16 July 310 480 770 

本 Pertains to entir巴 MCR image. 

from time series ofwJW and rinsitu obtained on the horｭ
izontal flight legs summarized in Table 1, where we 
ha ve made use of Eqs. (l) and (2). The clouds meaｭ
sured on 13 July had a large variation in geometric 
thickness between the eastern and western portions of 
the cloud layer. For the western portion the C・ 131A
flew near cloud base, so that the value of ムz is signif二
icantly larger than the true geometric thickness Z[ - Zb. 

Returning to Fig. 4 we fi.nd that the remote sensing 
values of optical thickness are similar in both shape 
and magnitude to corresponding estimates derived 
from in situ microphysical measurements. Near the 
beginning of the flight line and near 40 km , locations 
for which rcenter and ηn situ are is especiaIly good agree四
ment (cf. Fig. 3) and where there is a high concentraｭ
tion of drizzle droplets, the agreement between Tr阿川e
and Tin situ is quite good, with some tendency for remote 
sensing to overestimate the optical thickness. In the 
opticaIly thick region between 50 and 100 km, on the 
other hand, the optical thickriess inferred by remote 
sensing is somewhat less than that inferred from in situ 
measurements. These resuIts are contrary to our exｭ
pectations based on results presented in Part 1, which 
showed that ifthe e民ctive radius is overestimated (as 
in Fig. 3 between 50 and 100 km) , the optical thickness 
should also be overestimated. If we were to assume the 
in situ va1ues of effective radius in our retrieval of cloud 
optical thickness, the agreement between Tremote and 
Tin situ would be further reduced in this region. Of secｭ
ondary importance is our neglect of vertical inhomoｭ
geneity in our retrieval algorithm, which would lead 
us to overestimate the cloud optical thickness by at 
most 3% (cf. Part 1). 

The largest uncertainty in our remote sensing estiｭ
mate of cloud optical thickness most certainly arises 
from calibration uncertainties, but a uniform increase 
or decrease in calibration coefficients seems unable to 
account for the complex mixture of both overestimaｭ
tion and underestimation that we have observed during 
this flight line. Furthermore, the optical thickness beｭ
tween the aircraft flight level and the base ofthe cloud 
can be estimated from relative angular intensity meaｭ
surements deep within a cloud layer. These results, 
necessarily independent ofinstrument calibration, have 

tJ.Z 

(m) 7m σ Comment 

125 10.1 0.234 
400 27.1 0.175 Main peak 
170 16.0本 0.209* Eastern part 
390 Western part 
280 27.7 0.268 

been obtained from the C-131 A with the CAR at disｭ
tances between 50 and 100 km of Fig. 4 (King et aI. 
1990, Fig. 10). The opticaI depths thus obtained are 
approximately 40%-50% of those inferred from our 
nearIy simuItaneous reflected soIar radiation measureｭ
ments, thereby enhancing our confi.dence that the C-
131 A was flying near the middle of this cloud Iayer 
and that the opticaI thickness values obtained by reｭ
mote sensmg are qUlte accurate. 

Due to the indirect nature of our estimate of Tin situ , 
including uncertainty in the JW measurements as weIl 
as uncertainty in the geometric thickness of the cloud 
layer, which we assume to be constant during a horiｭ
zontal flight leg, we suspect that considerable uncerｭ
tainty lies in our estimates of cloud optical thickness 
from in situ microphysicaI measurements. KnoIlenberg 
( 1981 ), for example, has reported a case in which the 
JW probe overestimates the LWC by a factor ofabout 
2, compared to simultaneous measurements made with 
a CSIRO hot wire probe (King et aI. 1978). 

Figure 5 shows a similar comparison between liquid 
water path (LWP) inferred indirectly from remote 
sensing measurements Wremote (solid line) and coηe
sponding estimates derived from in situ measurements 
Win 日tu (solid circles) , where Wremote was determined 
from the foIlowing expression: 

… 2p 
Wremote :3 Tremote rcen恥 (3)

Due to the fact that T悶mote was similar to, and rcenter 

larger than, corresponding in situ microphysical estiｭ
mates, the remote sensing estimate of L WP is necesｭ
sarily Iarger than that obtained from the JW hot wire 
estimate. The spatiaI correlation between the remote 
sensmg司 and JW-derived LWP is nevertheless quite 
good, albeit worse than that for T c (cf. Fig. 4). This is 
a direct consequence of the systematic errors in our 
retrievaI of rremote , and hence rcenter. With the exception 
of the optically thick regions on either side of the opｭ
ticaIly thin region near 40 km, differences between 
Wremote and Win situ are generallyζ50 g m - 2

• Larger 
discrepancies occur on either side ofthis optically thin 
region due primarily to the fact that our retrievaI of 
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rremote and rcenter was generally much broader in this 
region than that derived from in situ measurements 
(c工 Fig. 3). This is most likely a consequence of the 
fact that the C・ 131A aircraft was displaced somewhat 
o仔 the nadir track of the ER-2 aircraft, and that the 
width of this large droplet region was much broader 
on the left-hand side of the ER-2 than on the rightｭ
hand side (cf. Fig. 2). 

Corresponding estimates of the L WP derived from 
the PMS probes (not illustrated) do not show such a 
sharp dip of L WP in the vicinity of 40 km. Although 
the magnitude ofthe liquid water content derived from 
integrations of PMS-derived size distribution meaｭ
surements was significantly lower than corresponding 
measurements obtained with the JW probe, consistent 
with the findings of Personne et al. ( 1982) and Baumｭ
gardner et al. (1985) , these measurements are nevｭ
ertheless sensitive to drizzle“ sized droplets for which 
remote sensing and JW measurements are insensitive. 
Thus the apparent agreement between WremOle and 
~n situ at 40 km appears to be partially due to an inｭ
sensitivity in both techniques to the presence of subｭ
stantial concentrations of drizzle droplets. 

5. 九1icrophysical properties of marine stratocumulus 
c10uds 

In addition to the level flight leg of 10 July, described 
in the previous section, we obtained measurements of 
the vertical distribution of cloud microphysics from a 
number of C-131 A ascents and descents on four days 

during FIRE (cf. Table 1). Table 3 summarizes the 
cloud top and cloud base altitudes for each of these 
profiles. 

Figure 6 shows vertical profiles of the normalized 
e仔ective radius f = re(z)/ r, as a function ofnormalized 
optical depth 子= 7/7c for five di汀erent profiles and 
for the two inhomogeneous mod巴Is defined in Part 1, 
where r, is the effective radius at cloud top and 7 is 
determined by assuming the extinction efficiency factor 
equals 2 and integrating the ratio of the liquid water 
content to effective radius as a function of height [as 
in Eq. (1)]. On 13 July we obtained microphysical 
profiles in both the eastern and western portions ofthe 
flight leg, with the western part being optically and 
geometrically thicker than the eastern part. The norｭ
malized e仔ective radius profiles on 7 and 13 July, as 
well as the upper half of the profile on 10 J uly, agree 
quite well with inhomogeneous model A (solid line) , 
based on in situ microphysical measurements obtained 
from the UK C・ 130 aircra仇 during FIRE (Albrecht et 
al. 1988). On 10 July larger particles were present in 
the lower half ofthe cloud layer, suggesting a two layer 
structure in which the lower layer contained more large, 
drizzle-sized droplets. On 16 July large droplets were 
present both near cloud top and near cloud base, with 
much smaller droplets in the middle ofthe cloud layer. 

From these results we conclude that a vertical adｭ
justment to rremote based on inhomogeneous model A 
is a reasonable correction for cloud 河口ical inhomoｭ
geneity on 7 and 13 July. Since reflected solar radiation 
measurements are primarily sensitive to the micro-
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FIG. 6. Pro自les of effective radius, relative to the value at cloud 
top, as a function of optical depth, relative to the total optical thickness 
of the cloud layer. The data points were derived from measurements 
in marine stratocumulus clouds. The solid and dashed curves corｭ
respond to models A and B used to simulate the e仔ects of vertical 
inhomogeneity on the retrieval of cloud optical thickness and e仔ectlve
radius (see Part 1 for details) 

physicaI properties of clouds at an optical depth 20%-
40% of the total optical thickness of the cloud layer, 
as demonstrated in Part 1, and are largely insensitive 
to the microphysical properties near cloud base, an 
application of our vertical adjustment technique based 
on model A is expected to overestimate the e能ctive
radius at the geometric cloud center rcenler on 16 July. 
On 10 J uly it is very difficult to access the eηor in rcenler 
that results from an application of model A, since the 
vertical profile of effective radius undergoes a large deｭ
flection near cloud center on this day. This westbound 
descending profile was obtained between flight track 
distances of 64.5 and 50.6 km of Figs. 2- 5, and thus 
the large increase in droplet size near cloud base may 
have been influenced by the drizzle-sized droplets near 
40km, discussed in the foregoing section. 

The concentration and size distribution of drizzle 
droplets (r ~ 100μm) is also a significant indicator of 
the airmass regime of stratocumulus clouds (Albrecht 
1989; Radke et al. 1989). Since the FSSP probe is not 
sensitive to drizzle-sized droplets, the presen白 ofdriz
zle can most readily be assessed by comparing the eι 
fective radius obtained by integrating the size distriｭ
bution measurements obtained using all three PMS 
probes with comparable results obtained using the 

1.2 

FSSP alone. Figure 7 shows such scatter plots based 
on 5 sec averages ofthe effective radius obtained from 
horizontal flight legs on 7, 10, 13 and 16 July. These 
results show that 7 and 13 July had veη little drizzle, 
as the e除ctive radius obtained using all PMS probes 
was not greatly di仔erent from results obtained using 
the FSSP. On 16 July, on the other hand, there was a 
significant concentration of drizzle droplets on portions 
of the flight line such that re(PMS) > re(FSSP) on 
these occasions. The effective radius results obtained 
on 10 July are the most variable ofany ofthe days that 
we sampled during FIRE. The contrast between the 
FSSP-and PMS・derived values of ら imply that miｭ
crometer-sized particles were highly variable on this 
day, with generally smaller concentrations of drizzle 
than on 16 July. 

From Table 3 and Figs. 6 and 7, we conclude that 
the clouds that we sampled on 7 and 13 July had similar 
characteristics, consisting of comparatively weak deｭ
velopment with relatively small particles and a coηe
spondingly thin cloud deck, whereas 10 and 16 had a 
more vigorous development with a significant concenｭ
tration of drizzle droplets and a much larger geometｭ
rical and optical thickness. Although many past studies 
have been based on the FSSP probe alone, it is obvious 
from our results that it is necessary to take into account 
the full spectrum of droplet sizes, which requires meaｭ
surements using the OAP cloud and precipitation 
probes in addition to the FSSP. 

6. Comparison between remote sensing and in situ ob・
servations 

Figure 8 compares the center-adjusted e能ctive radii 
derived from remote sensing observations with comｭ
parable values obtained from nearly simultaneous in 
situ microphysical measurements obtained from the 
C-131 A aircraft. We have excluded from this comparｭ
ison all data for which T c ζ3 ， optically thin c10uds for 
which our retrieval is believed to be the least reliable. 
The remote sensing observations in the panel on the 
left were derived from ER-2 MCR measurements on 
7, 10 and 13 July, while the panel on the right was 
derived from Landsat司5 TM measurements on 16 July. 
This was necessitated by the fact that the ER-2 aircra丘
was not collocated with the C-131A aircraft on 16 July, 
although both aircraft were well within the Landsat・5
scene. Since the stratocumulus c10ud layer on this day 
was optically thick, comparable to 10 July (see below ) , 
the TM measurements in band 2 were largely saturated. 
Thus our retrievals of rremote and the corresponding 
correction of rremOle to rcenler were necessarily indirect, 
requiring us to estimate the cloud optical thickness 
from in situ measurements ofthe liquid water content 
and effecti ve radi us [as in Eq. ( 1 ) ] . 

From these comparisons between remote sensing 
and in situ values of e妊ective radius, we conclude that 
rcenler is typically 2-3μm larger than rin silu, with little 
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the effective radius d巴rived from all three PMS probes (FSSP-IOO , 
OAP-200X and OAP-200Y) with coπesponding results obtained with the FSSP alone 

20%-40% ofthe cloud layer, and as such this inability 
to sense the presence oflarge particles low in the cloud 
is unimportant for climate applications involving the 
radiation budget at the top of the atmosphere. 

This explanation for the gradual departure of Ycenter 
from Yinsitu as the effective radius increases is confirmed 
by comparing Fig. 8 with the in situ microphysical 
measurements presented in Fig. 7. These results show 
that 7 and 13 J uly had very few drizzle droplets with 
a correspondingly small dispersion of effective radius, 
whereas 10 and 16 J uly had a significant concentration 

sensitivity to particle radius, provided Yin s itu 宅S 9μm. 
For particles larger than about 10-11μm， we observe 
a gradual tendency for remote sensing to underestimate 
the effective radius. This result, which is particularly 
evident on 16 July, can be explained by the fact that 
any remote sensing method based on ref1ected solar 
radiation measurements is n巴C巴:ssarily insensitive to 
large concentrations of drizzle droplets in the lower 
half of the cloud layer. In fact, one could argue that 
the ref1ection properties of clouds are largely deterｭ
mined by the size of the cloud droplets in the upper 
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our in situ microphysical measurements obtained durｭ
ing a horizontal flight leg. In addition, the Johnsonｭ
WiIIiams hot wire probe is known to have 0位et errors, 
which become more important for low liquid water 
contents, and to fail to measure drizzle-sized droplets. 

FinaIIy, we present a comparison ofremote sensing 
and in situ-derived estimates of Iiquid water path for 
three days during the FIRE IFO (Fig. 9b). These resuIts 
show that the liquid water path is retrieved quite acｭ
curately when ~n Silu ミ 100 g m- 2 , with biases typicaIIy 
within 25 g m-2

• As the liquid water path increases, 
WremOle greatly exceeds ~n s山， with differences of up 
to 100 g m-2 occurring for large values of the liquid 
water path. Since our only observations with large valｭ
ues ofthe liquid water path were obtained on 10 July, 
we are unable to confirm this tendency for a large enｭ
semble ofmarine stratocumulus clouds. An especiaIIy 
interesting feature ofFig. 9b is that Wremole is weII coト
related with ~n SilU, in contrast to the large scatter in 
the e釘ective radius and optical thickness comparisons 
shown in Figs. 8 and 9a. 

JOURNAL OF THE ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES 

7. Statistical properties ofmarine stratocumulus cIouds 

Although some discrepancy remains between in situ 
and remote sensing estimates of T c , Wand re , it is 
nevertheless worthwhile to examine the statistical 
properties ofthese variables for marine stratocumulus 
clouds, especially given the recent interest in parameｭ
terizing the shortwave radiative properties of clouds in 
terms of W and ら (SIingo 1989). Figure 10a shows 
joint probabi1ity density functions of T c and re derived 
from MCR images on each of the four days of our 
observations during FIRE (cf. Table 1). The five con・

tour Iines for each day correspond to the 10, 30, 50, 
70 and 90% occu汀ence levels, from which the mode 

of drizzle droplets and a much larger dispersion of 
drop1et sizes. On 16 July the systematic difference beｭ
tween the e能ctive radius derived from alI three PMS 
probes and corresponding values derived from the 
FSSP alone (cf. Fig. 7) is consistent with the bias in 
our remote sensing estimate of rcenler , presented in Fig. 
8. Similarly, the gradual shift from an overestimate of 
e仔ective radius to one of close agreement as re increases 
on 10 July (cf. Fig. 8) is similar to the in situ resuIts 
presented in Fig. 7. On 7 and 13 July the effective radius 
derived from both remote sensing and in situ meaｭ
surements was quite uniform over a distance of 田 100
km, in spite of the much greater variation in optical 
thickness on these days, in close agreement with the 
findings ofRawIins and Foot (1990) for 13 July. Since 
the scatter plots of Fig. 7 also show a smalI dispersion 
on 7 and 13 J uly, the retrieved e任ective radius is exｭ
pected to have a good spatial correlation with in situ 
measurements, similar to the resuIts presented in 
Fig.3. 

Figure 9a shows a comparison between the cloud 
optical thickness derived from MCR reflectance meaｭ
surements and coηesponding values obtained from an 
application ofEqs. (1) and (2) to nearly simultaneous 
in situ microphysical measurements. These results inｭ
dicate that the cloud optical thickness is in reasonably 
close agreement to in situ estimates, with 90% of data 
points falling within the region I T remole -Tin silu I ζ 10. 
Furthermore, the optical thickness appears to be over曙

estimated when Tin S ilU ミ 10 and to be underestimated 
when Tin SilU ﾞ 20, consistent with the results presented 
in Fig. 4. The largest uncertainty in these optical thickｭ
ness comparisons most Iikely arises from uncertainties 
in estimating Tin Silu , rather than T問mole ， since considｭ
erable uncertainty Iies in our estimate of the effective 
geometric thickness ofthe cloud layer to be applied to 
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values and interquartile ranges can readily be inferred. 
These results were obtained from MCR images 35 km 
in width and 105-165 km in length, depending on day, 
and are therefore not restricted to nadir observations 
as in our comparisons with in situ microphysical meaｭ
surements. The e能ctive radii presented here are the 
問mote sensing values, and have thus not been adjusted 
to cloud center. Comparable results for Wand re are 
presented in Fig. 10b, where the liquid water path W 
has been obtained from the remote sensing estimates 
of T c and re in an analogous manner to Eq. (3) 
Ifwe consider the composite properties ofthe cloud 

ensemble of four days as a single statistic, we ascertain 
little correlation between T c (or W) and re ・ In contrast, 
the statistical properties of a single day show a distinct 
positive correlation between Tc (or W) and re on the 
optically thin days of 7 and 13 July, and a modest 
negative correlation on the optically thick days of 10 
and 16 July. The negative correlation on 10 July is 
consistent with the results pr巴sented in Figs. 2- 5, which 
showed the optically thick (thin) portions ofthe cloud 
scene had small (Iarge) droplet radii. These results ar巴
compatible with the fact that the in situ microphysical 
properties ofthe clouds on 7 and 13 July were similar, 
and that these clouds di汀ered in their microphysical 
properties from those of 10 and 16 July (cf. Figs. 7 and 
8). Rawlins and Foot (1990) found a tendency for 
larger effective radii to be associated with clouds of 
greater optical thickness, consistent with our results 
for 7 and 13 July. 

To examine this point further, we illustrate in Fig. 
11 the relationship between W and re obtained from 
numerous in situ microphysical measurements, where 

the panel on the left pertains to C・ 13 1A observations 
during FlRE and the panel on the right to results reｭ
ported by previous investigators. AIl ofthese measureｭ
ments were acquired in marine stratocumulus clouds 
with the exception of those of Herman and Curry 
( 1984) , which were obtained in summertime arctic 
stratus clouds in Alaska. In addition to these obserｭ
vations, Fig. 11 illustrates the empirical relationship 
between W and ん implicit1y included in Stephens 
(1978) parameterization of the shortwave radiative 
properties of water clouds (dashed curve). 

Although there are signifiωnt differences in the valｭ
ues ofthe liquid water path and effective radius inferr巴d
from in situ and remote sensing measurements, the in 
situ measurements presented in Fig. 11 enable us to 
gain further insight into the remote sensing results preｭ
sented in Fig. 10. The in situ measurements generally 
fall into two categories, as in the remote sensing obｭ
servations, with some results showing a weak positive 
correlation between Wand re (7 and 13 July and a 
portion of 10 July) while others show a negative corｭ
relation (16 July and the optically thin , drizzle-domｭ
inated portion of 10 July). Together with Fig. 7 these 
results suggest that the joint probability density funcｭ
tion of liquid water path and effective radius reflects 
ve可 weIl the di仔erences in the microphysical characｭ
teristics of two di汀erent airmass regimes, one with and 
the other without significant drizzle-sized droplets. 

Once thejoint probability density functionsf( T c , re) 
and f( W , re) have been determined, as in Figs. lOa 
and 10b, it is straight forward to compute the marginal 
probability density functions f( T c ), f( W) and f(re). 
These results, presented in Figs. 12-14 respectively, 
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marginal probability density functions of T c are monoｭ

modal, with the exception of 10 July, which has a secｭ

ondary maximum for optically thin clouds. The porｭ

tion ofthe cloud scene on this day that corresponds to 

small optical thicknesses also consists of large particles 

were obtained from MCR images consisting of 30 000-
45000 pixeIs, depending on day, each ofwhich had a 

spatial resolution of 120-170 m and was remapped 

onto a horizontal grid and sampled eveη350 m (cf. 
Fig_ 2). As seen on examination of Fig_ 12, aIl of the 
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There is some evidence that c10uds have a fractal 
structure resulting in a marginal probability density 
function of T c ve可c10se to a log-normal distribution 
(Cahalan et al. 1989) of the form: 

f( Tc) = ベ/2- exp[ 一 (InTc 一川2/(山
(2π) ー，ーσTc

(4) 

where Tm is the mode optical thickness and σthe stanｭ
dard deviation ofthe probability density function. The 
values of Tm and σyielding the best 白ts to the distIi四
butions presented in Fig. 12 are summarized in Table 
3. Lognormal distributions fit our experimental obｭ
servations quite well, inc1uding the tails of the distriｭ
butions, although a Gaussian distribution also fits the 
observations due to the na汀ow dispersion of optical 
thickness in our r巴sults. The mode optical thickness 
on 10 and 16 July was similar in magnitude and the 
largest that we observed (Tm = 27) , while 7 July had 
the smallest mode optical thickness (T m 回 10). The 
dispersion of the probability density functions for all 
days that we observed during FIRE was quite small (σ 
旬 0.22). These results are in stark contrast to the reｭ
su1ts obtained by Gorodetskiy et al. ( 1980) and King 
( 1987) , who found that the probability density funcｭ
tions of c10ud optical thickness for the stratiform c10ud 
layers that they observed were highly skewed , with a 
characteristic tail ofthe distributions extending to large 
values of Tc. 

The marginal probability density functions ofliquid 
water path and effective radius, illustrated in Figs. 13 
and 14, are monomodal for all of the days that we 
observed during FIRE. Only the optically thin (low 
W) portion of 7 July, corresponding to nearly c1oudｭ
free conditions for which our retrieval is deemed to be 
the least reliable, shows a secondary maximum in W. 
All of the distributions of f( W) infe汀巴d from our 
analysis have a skewness similar to comparable results 
in the distributions off( Tc). Furthermore, 10 July lacks 
the secondary maximum at low liquid water path that 
was evident in the corresponding distribution of T c ・
The marginal probability density function f( re) is 
nearly symmetric for all days except 10 July, which 
has a long tail with finite probability of having large 
values of the e仔ective radius. Although 16 July had a 
large concentration of drizzle droplets, the dispersion 
itselfis similar to 7 and 13 July and much smalIer than 
10 July. 

8. Discussion 

In many previous studies of the absorption of solar 
radiation by c1ouds, a discrepancy was found between 
broadband pyranometer measu陀ments and theoretical 
ca1culations based on the established optical constants 
of water droplets and water vapor, as recently reviewed 
by Stephens and Tsay (1990). This discrepancy, often 

referred to as the “ anomalous absorption paradox," 
has been attributed to a number of di任erent hypotheses, 
each ofwhich has a different consequence for the visible 
and near-infrared portions ofthe solar spectrum. This 
discrepancy between observations and theory led 
Twomey (1972, 1977) to suggest that absorbing aerosol 
partic1es, either within the droplets themselves or inｭ
terstitial to them , may be partly r巴sponsible for this 
excess absorption. Ca1culations by Newiger and B臧nke 
( 1981 ) showed that absorbing aerosol partic1es interｭ
stitial to the c10ud droplets can enhance c10ud absorpｭ
tion to values up to 30% ofthe incident solar radiation, 
and that this e汀ect is largely restricted to wavelengths 
λ ミ1.5μm. The possibility also exists that leakage of 
radiation through the sides of c10uds might account 
for some of the large values of absorption implied by 
the measur引nents (We1ch et al. 1980; Ackerman and 
Cox 1981). Wiscombe et al. ( 1984) suggested that sigｭ
nificant concentrations of large, dIizzle-sized droplets 
could contribute to 1arger absorption values than typｭ
ically obtained from ca1culations, but this effect would 
be largely restIicted to wavelengths 入~ 1.5μm. Finally, 
Stephens and Tsay (1990) suggested that an unobｭ
served water vapor continuum, if found to be present, 
might contribute to explaining this “ anomalous abｭ
sorption paradox." 

In the present investigation we were unable to conｭ
firm the existence of any appreciable anomalous abｭ
sorption in the visible wavelength region, as this would 
have led us to underestimate the optical thickness in 
our remote sensing analysis, contraηto our observaｭ
tions. In contrast, we inferred values of the e仔ective
partic1e radius in excess of comparable results obtained 
from nearly simultaneous in situ microphysical meaｭ
surements. Since the remote sensing-derived effective 
radius is primarily determined from the reflectance at 
2.16μm ， especialIy for opticalIy thick c10uds (Part 1) , 
this r巴sult is equivalent to the observation that c10uds 
reflect less solar radiation at 2.16μm than predicted 
by existing theory. Twomey and Cocks (1989) also 
overestimated the effective radius, in their case by 40%, 
consistent with our findings of darker c10uds in the 
near-infrared. The stratus c10uds that they observed off 
the coast of eastem South Australia were generally more 
variable and optically thicker ( 10 モ Tc ミ 128) than the 
Cal 
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ings, we conclude that an absorption optical thickness 
Tg(0.75 μm) = 0.1 is too large to explain our optical 
thickness retrievals in the marine stratocumulus clouds 
that we observed in the FIRE IFO region. 

Twohy et al. ( 1989) measured the mass mixing ratio 
of carbon particles in cloud water and found values 
ranging from 2 to 8 (X 10 - 8) , which corresponds to an 
absorption optical thickness ranging from 0.000 15Qabs 
to 0.0006Qabs> where we further assumed that a typical 
radius of a carbon particle is 0.01μm (probably as an 
inclusion in a larger particle) and that W = 100 g m -2. 
The absorption efficiency factor of carbon particles 
(Qabs) is necessarily 1巴ss than 1, although its precise 
value depends significantly on how carbon particles 
are mixed with cloud droplets. Hence, unless we inｭ
troduce a strong enhancement mechanism such as abｭ
sorption of surface waves by carbon particles on the 
droplet surface (Ch�lek et al. 1989) , it seems impossible 
to have a visible absorption optical thickness as large 
as 0.1. This is also supported by the observations of 
King et al. ( 1990) , who found a single scattering albedo 
at 0.75μm ofO.9997, thereby implying an absorption 
optical thickness T a ~ 0.1. 

Figure 15b shows a corresponding assessment ofthe 
effect of enhanced absorption on the determination of 
the e任ective radius of cloud dropl巴ts. These simulations 
pertain to the case where the true optical thickness T c 

20. Introducing gaseous absorption Tg(0.75 μm) 
= 0.1 leads to an underestimation of the effective ra帽
dius, in addition to an underestimation of the cloud 
optical thickness (cf. Fig. 15a) , contraη1 to our results 
(Figs. 3 and 8) and those of Foot ( 1988 ), Twomey 
and Cocks ( 1989) and Rawlins and Foot ( 1990). The 

NAKA lI MA , KING , SPINHIRNE AND RADKE 

from uncertainties in cloud absorption, we performed 
radiative transfer computations at 0.75 and 2 . 16μm 
for vertically homogeneous, plane-parallel clouds. At 
each wavelength the reflection function was comput巴d
for 80 = 30 0 , 8 = 0 0 , Tc = 5, 7.5 , 10, 12.5, 17.5, 20, 30 
and ん= 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18 and 20μm， correｭ
sponding to nadir observations at a solar zenith angle 
close to the bulk of our observations (c王 Table 3). For 
each of these conditions we introduced additional abｭ
sorption to the clouds, from which we retrieved T c and 
re using our two-channel algorithm. The enhanced abｭ
sorption models that we considered were 1) continuum 
gaseous absorption T g = 0.1 and 0.2, introduced sepｭ
arately at 0.75 and 2 .1 6μm ， and 2) droplet absorption 
at 2.16μm with a refractive index m = 1.294-0.0005i , 
corresponding to an imaginary refractive index exｭ
ceeding that of our benchmark model (cf. Table 2). 

The results ofthese simulations are presented in Fig. 
15, which shows the e汀ects of enhanced absorption on 
the retrieval of cloud optical thickness (left) and etfecｭ
tive radius (right). Figure 15a, which pertains to the 
case where re = 8μm， shows that an introduction of 
an absorption optical thickness Tg (0.75 μm) = 0.11eads 
to an appreciable underestimation ofthe optical thickｭ
ness by remote sensing, in contrast to the results of our 
observations, presented in Fig. 9a. Furthermore, these 
results show that introducing gaseous absorption at 2.16 
μm has a negligible e仔ect on the retrieval of cloud opｭ
tical thickness, as anticipated from the results presented 
in Part 1. The vertical eηor bars illustrated in Fig. 15a 
represent the range of retrievals of T rcmote that we obｭ
tained for the full range of e任ective radii included in 
our simulations (5 ζ ん ζ20μm) . Based on these find-
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introduction of gaseous absorption at 2.16μm， on the 
other hand, leads to a systematic overestimation ofthe 
e妊èctive radius, relatively independent of effective raｭ
dius. These simulations are in reasonable agreement 
with the results pr巴sented in Fig. 8, except in instances 
for which drizzle-sized droplets were pr田ent in signifｭ
icant concentrations and were largely undetected by 
our method. The introduction of additional absorption 
within the cloud droplets themselves (heavy solid line) 
results in an overestimation of the e能ctive radius, with 
the overestimation tending to increase with increasing 
re. These results are inconsistent with our results and 
those of King et al. ( 1990) , who found a close agree幽
ment between the single scattering albedo ofthe cloud 
layer at 2.16μm obtained from theoretical calculations 
and experimental observations. 

To further clarify the preceding discussion , we comｭ
puted the difference between rcenter and rin situ for alI 
observations for which 6ζ rin situζ7μm (cf. Fig. 8). 
These results, presented in Fig. 16a as a function of 
the remote sensing-derived cloud optical thickness, 
show that the overestimation of e仔èctive radius by our 
remote sensing technique tends to decrease as the opｭ
tical thickness increases, Superimposed on these results 
are theoretical simulations of the effect of introducing 
gaseous absorption with an optical thickness T g( 2.16 
μm) = 0.1 (dot-dashed curve) and 0.2 (dotted curve). 
These simulated retrievals at T c = 20 are the same reｭ
sults presented in Fig. 15b at re = 6.5μm， and suggest 
how Fig. 15b would be modified as the cloud optical 
thickness varies. In general, our experimental obserｭ
vations presented in Fig. 16a are consistent with T g( 2.16 
μm) P 0.2. 
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Since the experimental observations presented in Fig. 
16a were obtained in clouds of varying geometrical 
thicknesses, we have found it useful to transform the 
abscissa scale from optical thickness to scaled volume 
extinction coefficient, defined by 

出xt=next nMT(5)  
1 -0.33T ce-U.LO 

where ゚ext = Tc/(Z{ -Zb) is the volume extinction coeι 
ficient of the cloud layer. The denominator of this 
expression, a consequence of asymptotic theoη， IS reｭ
quired in order to make the two theoretical curves of 
Fig. 16a, which have di貸erent values of the gaseous 
absorption optical thickness but the same gaseous abｭ
sorption coefficﾍent ゚ g( 2.16μm) = 0.6 km- 1, virtual1y 
coIlapse into a single curve when transformed as in 
Fig. 16b. The experimental results presented in Fig. 
16b show that by eliminating the geometrical thickness 
of the cloud layer the observed overestimation of eι 
fective radius decreases as ß~xt increases, and that this 
overestimation is more nearly a unique function of 
ß~x t than of T c (cf. Figs. 16a and 1 6b). In addition to 
these retrieval results, Fig. 16b shows simulations of 
the e汀èct of gaseous absorption within the cloud layer 
for ゚ g(2. 16 μm) = 0.3 , 0.6 and 0.9 km-1 . These simｭ
ulations suggest that ゚ g( 2 . 16 μm) rang白 between 0.5 
and 0.7 km-1 for the clouds that we sampled during 
the FIRE IFO. If this enhanced absorption is due to 
water vapor, our gaseous absorption coefficient of 0.6 
km-1 ﾍs equivalent to a mass absorption coefficient of 
0.6 cm2 g-l at the cloud temperature of our observaｭ
tions (285 K). 

b 

匂 (2. 1 6μm) = 0.3 km-1 

一一一一一 匂 (2 .1 6μm ) = 0.6 km叶
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FIG. 16. Scatter plot of ""nle, -"in ,iIU as a function of(a) T<cmOlC and (b) ß~" for all observations presented in Fig. 8 
forwhich 6ζ'ìnsitu ::S:;; 7μm. Superimposed on these resuIts are co汀esponding differences between the e仔èctive radius 
derived from simulated remote sensing measurements in which gaseous absorption is introduced within the cloud layer 
at 2.16μm. 
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Finally, we have performed simulations ofthe e能ct
of enhanced water vapor absorption above the cloud 
layer on our retrieval of cJoud optical thickness and 
e能ctive radius. These computations show that 1) the 
bias in the retrieved value of the effective radius is 
largely independent of effective radius, as in Fig. 15b 
for the case of water vapor absorption within the cJoud, 
and 2) this bias is approximately independent of ß~Xl> 
in contrast to the results presented in Fig. 16b. If the 
column loading of water vapor above the cloud layer 
Wg ranges between 0.3 and 0.6 g cm-2 , the probable 
value of ゚ g( 2.16 μm) ranges between 0.15 and 0.25 
km一 1 ， in contrast to 0.6 km -1 for the case of no water 
vapor absorption above the cJoud layer. 

9. Conclusions 

High-resolution images of the spectral reflection 
function of cJouds were obtained with the Multispectral 
Cloud Radiometer (MCR) operated from the NASA 
ER-2 aircraft during the intensive f�ld observation 
component of the FIRE marine stratocumulus exper・
iment, conducted off the coast of southern California 
between 29 June and 18 July 1987. Multispectral imｭ
ages of the reflection function at 0.75 and 2.16μm 
were used to derive the optical thickness, e百ective parｭ
ticJe radius and liquid water path of stratiform cJoud 
layers on four days (7 , 10, 13 and 16 J uly) , where each 
image was approximately 35 km in width and ranged 
between 105 and 165 km in length, depending on day. 
In addition to these high-altitude aircraft measureｭ
ments, Landsat・5 Thematic Mapper (TM) scenes were 
acquired and analyzed on two days (7 and 16 July). 

One of the unique aspects of this experiment was 
the ability to coordinate remote sensing measurements 
with nearly simultaneous in situ microphysical meaｭ
surements, in our case obtained with the University of 
Washington C・ 131A aircraft. This use of multiple airｭ
craft provided us the unparalleled opportunity to comｭ
pare the remote sensing-derived cloud optical thickness, 
e妊ective radius and liquid water path with comparable 
in situ microphysical estimates obtained along the nadir 
track of the ER・2 aircraft, an opportunity unavailable 
to Twomey and Cocks ( 1982, 1989) , Foot ( 1988) and 
Rawlins and Foot ( 1990) , who made use of sequential 
remote sensing and in situ measurements obtained 
from a single aircraft. 

Our comparisons between in situ and remote sensｭ
ing-derived values ofthe effective radius (Figs. 3, 8 and 
16) have demonstrated that remote sensing consistently 
overestimates the radius of cJoud droplets, even after 
allowing for the e丘ects of vertical inhomogeneity in 
the retrieval process. These f�dings are in cJose accord 
with the conclusions of Twomey and Cocks (1989) 
and Rawlins and Foot (1990) , and further support the 
mounting evidence that cJouds ref1ect less solar radiaｭ
tion at 2.16μm than theory predicts. Furthermore, our 

results, obtained in four marine stratocumulus clouds 
having a wide range of microphysical conditions, reveal 
that the bias in the derived value ofthe e狂ective radius 
is typically 2-3μm， with a weak dependence on the 
magnitude of the effective radius and an overall tenｭ
dency to decrease as the cJoud optical thickness inｭ
creases, in support of Stephens and Tsay's ( 1990) hyｭ
pothesis that a previously unaccounted for water vapor 
continuum is present in the near司infrared. For large 
values of the e民ctive radius remote sensing tends to 
underestimate the e能ctive radius because of an inｭ
ability to detect the presence of large drizzle-sized 
droplets typical1y found low in the cJoud layer. 

In contrast to these results, our remote sensing esｭ
timates of the cJoud optical thickness are generally in 
close agreement with corresponding estimates obtained 
from in situ microphysical measurements, with differｭ
ences typica11y ミ 10 (cf. Figs. 4 and 9a). In this case, 
however, the in situ microphysical estimates were based 
on liquid water content measurements obtained with 
the Johnson-Wil1iams hot wire probe, in addition to 
in situ measurements of the effective radius and estiｭ
mates of the geometrical thickness of the cJoud layer, 
and as such are expected to be less reliable than the 
more direct remote sensing estimates. If anything, these 
comparisons reveal a slight tendency for remote sensing 
to overestimate the cJoud optical thickness when the 
optical thickness is smal1 and to underestimate it with 
the optical thickness is large. 
Joint probability density functions of the cloud opｭ

tical thickness (Tc) and effective radius (re) have been 
constructed from our analyses ofMCR images on four 
days during FIRE (Fig. 1 Oa). Corresponding results 
for the liquid water path (W) and re are presented in 
Fig. 10b. These statistical properties of the stratocuｭ
mulus clouds that we observed reveal a distinct positive 
correlation between Tι(or W) and re on the optically 
thin days of 7 and 13 July, and a modest negative corｭ
relation on the optically thick, drizzle・dominated days 
of 10 and 16 July. These results are further supported 
by our examination of in situ microphysical measureｭ
ments alone, presented in Fig. 11. Our remote sensing 
and in situ microphysical measurements general1y reｭ
veal droplet radii larger than Stephens ( 1978) found 
in his study, which was based solely on in situ FSSP 
measurements. 
お1arginal probab 
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high concentration of drizzle droplets low in the cloud, 
droplets which we were only able to detect in those 
portions of the cloud for which the optical thickness 
was small. 

1n order to explain the observed discrepancy between 
in situ and remote sensing estimates of the effective 
radius, we have found it necessary to introduce addiｭ
tional absorption by water vapor at 2.16μm， as recently 
suggested by Stephens and Tsay (1990). 明fe have found 
that our overestimat巴 ofthe effective radius generally 
decreases as the optical thickness and volume extincｭ
tion coefficient increase (Fig. 16) , and that this bias is 
largely insensitive to the magnitude ofthe effective raｭ
dius (cf. Figs. 8 and 15). Furthermore, we have demｭ
onstrated that a gaseous absorption coe伍cient of 0.5 
to 0.7 km-' is required at 2.16μm in order to bring 
remote sensing and in situ estimates of re into close 
accord ifwe assume the additional gaseous absorption 
is restricted to the cloud layer alone. On the other hand, 
if additional water vapor absorption is proportionally 
added both above and within the cloud layer, an abｭ
sorption coefficient of 0.15 to 0.25 km-' is sufficient 
to explain the bias in our retrievals of the effective raｭ
dius, consistent with the values proposed by Stephens 
and Tsay. Our observations. are inconsistent with 
anomalous absorption within the cloud droplets themｭ
selves, either in th巴 visible or near-infrared wavelength 
regions. Finally, before our method can reliably be apｭ
plied to global satellite observations such as those to 
be obtained from the Moderate Resolution 1maging 
Spectrometer-Nadir (MOD1S-N) , to be flown as a 
NASA facility instrument on the Earth Observing Sysｭ
tem (EOS) (Salomonson et al. 1989) in the late 1990s, 
we are forced to recommend that further laboratory 
measurement of the optical prop巴rties of water vapor 
and liquid water be conducted in the critical wavelength 
region between 1.6 and 2 .2μm . 
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APPENDIX 

Spectral Albedo of the Ocean Surface 

The amount of reflection by the underlying ocean 
surface is important for determining the optical propｭ
erties of optically thin clouds. Under cloudy sky con・
ditions it is sufficient to approximate the ocean surface 
as smooth and flat , such that the ocean reflectivity can 
be determined as follows: 

Ag= l'凡(川仰/1'凡(μ)叫 (A l ) 

where r( μ) is the Fresnel reflectance and J?n ( μ) the 
azimuthally averaged solar radiation incident on the 
ocean surface. The effect of ocean waves and of upｭ
welling radiation from the ocean surface can be neｭ
glected for 入 P 0.7μm and for radiation of small inｭ
cident zenith angles, directions from which most ofthe 
transmitted solar radiation arises under overcast conｭ
ditions (r、Takajima and Tanaka 1983). 1f we expand 
the functions appearing in the integrands of (Al) by 
Legendre series of the form: 

r(μ)=iz(2l+lMω- 1) , (A2) 

出μ)=i z(21+l)んP，(2μ 一 1) ， (A3) 

it follows upon substitution back into (A 1 ) that 

Ag = 一-i-- 2[lkl- l +(21+l)kl
2(ko + k,) ,':'0 

+ (l + 1 )k，+ dr， ・ (A4) 

The following two cases are especially important: 

TABLE A 1. Estimate of the ocean surface reflectivity under cloudy sky conditions 

λ Isotropic Asymptotic 恥1easured*
(μm) 1"0 1"1 1"2 ko kl Ag Ag Ag 

0.75 0.34635 0.21385 0.10761 1.6972 0.30286 0.0663 0.0502 0.0607 
1.65 0.34046 -0.21274 0.10788 1.4390 0.26160 0.0639 0.0477 0.0426 
2.16 0.33104 -0.21072 0.10825 1.2791 0.24268 0.0602 0.0438 0.0404 

ホ Adapted from K.ing et al. (1990) 
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(a) Isotropic incidence U?n( μ) = const) 

Ag=j(ro+rl ) , (A5) 

(b) Asymptotic incidence U?n(μ) 田 a+bμ)

(ro + r, )ko + (rO + 3r, + 2r2)k, 
(A6) 

g 2(ko + k ,) 

Table Al gives the values of Ag det怠rmined from 

these expressions at sel田ted MCR wavelengths, wher百
the coefficients r, and k, wer芯 derived from numerical 

integrations of the expressions for ηand k, that result 
when Eqs. (A2) and (A3) are convolved with the Leｭ

gendre polynomials P,( 2μ- 1) and integrated overμ 
from 0 to 1. We  have also included 0印an surface alｭ

bedos measured by the CAR (King et al. 1990) during 
the FIRE marine stratocumulus experiment, values 
which are s田n to be in reasonable accord with (A6) 

under cloudy sky conditions. 
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